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Abstract. In a recent paper, Donaldson gave a description of the moduli space of
SU(2) monopoles in terms of rational maps; this was done indirectly, via the
associated solution of Nahm's equations. We give here an interpretation of these
rational maps in terms of the monopole's spectral curve, and then as "scattering
data" for the monopole itself.

1. Introduction

In [1], Donaldson, in proving a conjecture of Atiyah and Murray, gave a des-
cription of the moduli space Mk of SU(2)-monopoles (solutions to the SU(2)
Bogomolny equations) of charge /c, showing that the space Rk of rational maps
/:Pι(C)-» PΊ(C) of degree /c, such that /(oo) = 0, could be identified with a circle
bundle over Mk. The construction is done indirectly, using the fact [3,4] that
monopoles can be obtained, via an infinite dimensional ADHM construction,
from solutions to the Nahm equations, i.e. k x k matrix valued functions
Ti(s\ i = 1, 2, 3, se(0,2) such that

AT
^ + i2^[T,,Tk] = 0, (1)

Tf(s)=-Ti(s\ (2)

Ti(2-s)=Ti(s)Γ, (3)

The T are analytic over (0, 2), with simple poles at 0, 2. (4)

The residues of Tt at s = 0 form an irreducible representation of su(2). (5)

To each 0(/c, C) equivalence class of such solutions, Donaldson associates
a circle of rational maps.
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On the other hand, in [2, 3], Hitchin showed how one could associate to each
monopole a spectral curve S in TP^C); he then showed how one could
obtain solutions to the Nahm equations in terms of flows on the Jacobian of S.

The purpose of this note is to translate the rational maps of Donaldson into
the domain of spectral curves, linking these two algebro-geometric invariants
associated to a monopole. The rational maps are then interpreted directly in terms
of monopoles, and are found to be constructed from "scattering data" associated
to a set of k parallel lines corresponding to points on S; Donaldson's result then
implies that each such set of data determines a monopole.

2. The Rational Map

We first recall how Donaldson constructs a rational map from a solution to (l)-(5).
Set A0 = T! + ιT2, Aί = - 2iT3, A2 = Ti- ϊT2; one has:

dAQ JLI Λ Λ \ — f I I Al
2 \-~^ 15 J ^ 0_J — * \\))

From (5), one finds that the residue of Aί at s = 0 has eigenvalues —(k— 1),
— (k — 3),..., (k — 1); let p be an eigenvector of norm 1 associated to the eigenvalue
(k — 1). Now consider maps ι>:(0,2)->Cfc such that:

There is a unique solution u to (7) such that s~(k~1}/2u-*p as s->0. Set
B= -A0(l), W=u(l)'9 then

f(z)=Wτ(zI-BΓ1W (8)

defines the rational map.
We remark in passing that, if one considers Cfe x (0,2) as a vector bundle

E over (0,2), and the At as sections of End (£), then, with respect to a trivialisation
of E by solutions of (7), one has from (6) that A0 is a constant.

3. Nahm Equations and Spectral Curves

We use the notation of [3]. Cover PX(C) by two standard affine sets Uθ9

Ul9 and let (' be a coordinate on C70; then TP^C) has local coordinates:

(η,ζ)->η— . TP^C) has a real structure τ, given by τ(η9ζ) = (-η/l2, - l/ζ).
dζf ζ'=ζ

Also, setting π: TP^Q-^P^C) the projection, Oί = π"1(ί/λ then,
over TP^C), one has line bundles If, seC, and Θ(n\ neZ, whose transition
functions from U^ to UQ are exp(sη/ζ) and (", respectively. Set Ls(n) =
Ls®Θ(n).

To each monopole of charge /c, Hitchin [2], associates a spectral curve S of
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genus (k - I)2 in TP^C), with equation

ι/* + α1(Oι/*-1 + + αk(0 = 0, (9)

where at is a polynomial of degree 2i. One has that S is real (τ-invariant), that L2

is trivial over S, and that HQ(S,Ls(k - 2)) = 0 for se(0,2).
Solutions to Nahm's equations are described as follows: ([3], pp. 165-171) first,

one defines a rank k bundle E over (0,2) by setting, for se(0, 2),

l)). (10)

One then obtains well defined sections ̂  of End(E) by demanding, for all veEs,

fo + ̂ o + tfi + f^i^O. (11)

To turn the Άi into matrices Aί9 one must trivialise Es. One does this by choosing
a basis of sections ί = (t1 , . . . , tk) of E such that, writing ί over U09U1as h0(s, η, ζ),
h^s.η^ζ) with ft0 = exp(s^/ζ)ζk~1 hί9 one has, with respect to this basis:

^ + Mi^ + U2) = o. (12)

(Hitchin's 4,- are the transpose of ours.) One can then show that one has
a solution to (1), (4), (5). To get conditions (2) and (3), Hitchin defines a hermitian
and a real structure on E: τ lifts over S to an antilinear map σ:H°(S,Ls(k — !))->
#°(S,L-s(fc-l)). Thus, if u, ue£s, uσ(v)εH°(S,(9(2k-2)). However, such an
element can be expanded uniquely as C0η

k~l + Ci(ζ)ηk~2 + •- + Ck(ζ\ with C0

a constant. One defines the inner product:

(u,vy = CQ. (13)

More explicitly, representing, as above, u by functions /0, /15 and t; by gθ9gί9

one has:

<ιι,ι;> = ιy*-1— term of /o(<h°τ). (14)

This defines the hermitian structure; for the real structure, let a be a section
of L2 on 5. Then a σ(a) is a constant, which can be set to one ([3], p. 181). (Thus
α is defined up to a constant of norm one; as we will see later on, this gives the
circle ambiguity in defining the rational map.)

One defines the real structure:

af:H0(S,Ls(k-l))-+H°(S,L2-s(k-l)) (15)

by σ' = aσ. At 5 = 1, one has an orthogonal structure:

(w, υ) = < w, σ'vy = ηk~l — term of (σ(ά)uv). (16)

We are now ready to translate the rational map into spectral curve terms. We
begin by noting that the trivialisation of sections φ) of E satisfying (7), is given
by writing v(s) as 0, (s, η, Q over UJ9 g0(s9 η, Q = exp (sη/ζ) g i (s, η, ζ), and demanding
that #0(s, η, 0) be constant in s: for this, one refers to (12). Let (ηh 0), i = 1, . . . , k be
the points of intersection of S with ζ — 0 which, for the moment, we suppose distinct.
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As H°(S,Ls(k — 2)) = 0, one can choose a basis t^(s) of E(s) with corresponding
representative functions gβ(s, η, ζ) over Uj such that:

goi(s9ηj9Q) = δij. (17)

We will compute the rational map with respect to this basis; first, the
ingredients:

The matrix B: From (1 1), one has that A0(s) = -diag (η^\ therefore, B = diag (η^.
The vector W: One begins by noting that there are three different possible types

of trivialisations of E, as one approaches 5 = 0:

1) by sections r^s), which tend continuously to non-zero sections η(0)e
H°(S,β(k-l))9

2) by sections tt(s), satisfying (12) (a "Nahm" trivialisation),
3) by sections vt(s)9 satisfying (7), with fixed "values" at ζ = 0.

From [3], p. 179, one can choose r£ so that rf = s(k~l)l2 tt. On the other hand,
referring to [1], the section u that one wants (a constant linear combination of
the ϋj) satisfies u(s) = s(k"i}l2Σai(s)ti(s) with 0t(0) finite, not all zero. Thus,
u(0) = ΣajQ)rj(ΰ); however, the r^O), as sections of H°(S9 0(k - 1)), are all lifted
by π* from P^C): see [3], Prop. 5.1. Thus, the values of w(0) at the (C/,0) are
all the same. The same is then true for u(l); in the urtrivialisation,

ιι(l) = C (1, !,...,!). (18)

There remains the problem of computing C. One wants u(s) such that
s~(λ~υ<M(s), w(s)>->! as s->0. Referring to (14), now note the fact that
/0(5,77,0, f ι ( s 9 η 9 ζ ) represent a section u of L s(/c-l) over 5 iff 7o(s»^0 =
fQ(s9s~lη9 Q, 7ι(Λ9^0 = /ι(s,s"1η,0 represent a section u of L(/c-l) over s S9

where s S has equation:

ηk + sai(ζ)ηk-1+- + skak(ζ) = Q. (19)

Now <M,M> =(ηk~1)— term of /0(/ι°τ) = sfc-1. (i/*"1)— term of 70 (7ι°τ); one
thus wants ίϊ(s) such that the (ηk~1) — term of 7o'(7ι°τ) is 1 at s = 0. At s = 0,
70,7ι represent a section of L(k - 1) over the fcth formal neighbourhood (ηk = 0) of
(η = 0). One has, from [3], p. 178, that, over η = θJ0 = Cji = Cζ*~ ̂  from [3, Lemma
5.4], one infers, that, over (ηk = 0), 70 = C, 7ι = C exp ( - η/ζ)ζ~ (k~1\ One then finds,

C2

at 5 = 0, /o (/ι°τ) = / f e _ l v ^" 1 + •"> from which C = ((fc-l)!)1/2. Note that C

does not depend on 5.

Rational Map. If one wants (zl — B)~l to be an endomorphism, then the
formula (8) is only 0(/c,C) invariant. To compute /(z) in a non-orthonormal
frame, one has

f(z)=Wτgτ'g(zI-BΓ1W, (20)

where the columns of g are the components of vectors of our frame with respect
to an orthonormal one. One must thus compute the orthogonal structure of E at
s=l, with respect to our basis vt.
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Referring to (16), (vi9 ΌJ) = (ηk~l) term of σ(α) i;̂ -. As from [3, Prop. 4.5], this
term is unique, it is given by the leading term of the Lagrange interpolation in η
of the values at ηh, h = 1,..., k of σ(a) vtVj. Thus,

( v i 9 υ j ) = δifbjΊl(ηJ-η^9 (21)
wf j

where bj is the value at (ηj9 0) of the representative b°(η, ζ) over U0 of σ(a). One has

gτg = dmg(bj Πfo./-'/mΓ1)); inserting B, w and gτg into (20), / has poles at
mf j

z = ηjy with residues (fc— 1)! bj Y\ (ηj — f/J"1. Thus, / can be expressed in the
mϊj

following way, which extends to the case of ηt not distinct. (We normalise by
the(fc-l)!).

Theorem. Let (V, Φ), an SU(2) monopole, have spectral curve S. Let σ(a) be a
normalised section of L~2 over S, with representative functions bl over L^nS,
bQ(η, ζ) = exp (— 2f//ζ) b1(f/, ζ). Let g(η) be a monic polynomial of degree k such that S,
over ζ = 0, has equation g(ή) = 0. Let h(η) be the polynomial of degree (k— I) such that
h(η) = b°(η,ϋ), over Sr\{ζ = 0}. Then f(z) = h(z)/g(z) is a rational map associated to
(V, Φ).

We note again that the circle ambiguity in the definition of the rational map
arises from the choice of normalised sections σ(a).

4. Interpretation in Terms of Monopoles

There remains the problem of interpreting the above directly in terms of the
monopole (V, Φ). For this, one refers to [2]; for simplicity, we treat the case ηt distinct.

The space TPX is the space of oriented lines in [R3; the subset D = {(η,ϋ)\ηεC]
corresponds to parallel lines (xι(ί)> x2(0> X3(ί)) = (Ref7> Im^ί), ίelR. On the other
hand, if F is the 2-bundle over 1R3 on whose sections V, Φ act in the standard
representation, S is the set of lines C over which there is a section s with:

(V, — iΦ)s = 0, s decays to zero at t = ± oo. (21)

This then describes the poles of our rational map: they are given by (x{ -I- ixj

2) of
the k lines Cj parallel to the x3 axis over which there are sections satisfying (21).

These remains the interpretation of the residues, or equivalently of the b f.
Referring to [2, pp. 591-593], we can trivialise F with sections that satisfy Vts = 0
along the lines in 6, in two different ways:

(a) So that the trivialisation is asymptotically flat along the plane

{(x1,x2,ί) *ι> *26^} as ί~> + °°> at least in a finite region of the plane.
(b) So that the same is true, as ί-> — oo.

Furthermore, there are sections A, B of F over (R3, A constant with respect to the
(a) trivialisation, B constant with respect to the (b) trivialisation, A, B of unit length,
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such that, normalising the solutions s^t) of (21) over Ci9

lim e?ΓkSι(t)-A = Q,
ί-* + 00

lim β-'ί*s,(t)-&JB = 0. (22)
t-» - oo

(One must take into account the definition [2, p. 587 ff.] of L.) Thus the rational
map is equivalent to giving:
—The k lines Ch parallel to the x3-axis, over which there is a solution to (21).
— The "scattering data" &,- over Ci9 given by (22)

Donaldson's result then implies that each such choice of data determines a
unique monopole; this data (allowing multiplicity in the k lines, with a correspond-
ing definition of the scattering data) classifies SU(2) monopoles; the data (Q, bt) and
(Ci9zbt)9 z a constant of norm one, correspond to the same monopole. This result is
essentially the same as that of Atiyah [5] for hyperbolic monopoles.
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